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Criminal trials have virtually
disappeared in many federal
courtrooms. 1 According to a recent
U.S.
Sentencing
Commission
report, “[i]n recent years, 97
percent of federal defendants
convicted of a felony or Class A
misdemeanor offense are adjudicated guilty based on a guilty plea
rather than on a verdict at a trial.” 2 But sentencing has seemed to
remain visible. In open court, federal judges traditionally explained to
victims, the defendant, and the community the sentences they imposed.
Now sentencing’s openness is in
jeopardy, as federal prosecutors and
defense counsel seek to conceal or
disguise defendants’ cooperation
with prosecutors or law enforcement
and how that cooperation decreases
their sentences. Why do they do so?
Because, they say, defendants known
or believed to have cooperated face
violence in federal prison.
Cooperation affects a remarkable
number of federal sentences. For
fiscal year 2017, the U.S. Sentencing
Commission reported that fed-
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eral prosecutors sought cooperationreduced sentences for 7,128 defendants — 10.8 percent of all federal
criminal defendants sentenced.3 In
some districts the percentage is much
higher — in Maine, for example, it is
28.9 percent; in Pennsylvania Eastern
(which includes Philadelphia), it is 34.8
percent.4 That is a significant part of
the federal sentencing process to disguise or conceal from the public, from
victims who want to understand the
sentence, and from other defense
lawyers who seek proportional sentencing for their clients. And those
numbers do not include cases in which
a judge is asked to reward cooperation
that was insufficient to produce a prosecution motion.5 Indeed, if cooperation
can be successfully disguised, the public will be unable to ascertain whether
a federal judge’s explanation for any
sentence is forthright and complete.
Potentially all federal sentences and
their rationales will seem veiled.

HOW WE GOT HERE:
AN ABBREVIATED HISTORY
Federal prosecutors have long used

cooperators to help prove crimes.
While the cooperation continues, it
needs to be secret in order to avoid
alerting wrongdoers who are still
being investigated but not yet charged.
So judges seal from public view cooperation that has not been completed.
The need for that type of secrecy generally ends when the cooperation ends,
in most cases at the time the cooperator is sentenced.
When mandatory guidelines and
mandatory
minimum
sentences
arrived in the late 20th century, federal
defendants gained a new incentive to
cooperate: Only a prosecution motion
based upon a defendant’s “substantial
assistance” (a “5K1.1” motion to those
in the know) could generate a sentence
below the guideline range or below
an otherwise mandatory sentencing
floor created by statute.6 The Supreme
Court made the guidelines advisory
in 2005,7 but cooperation remains the
only way to get a sentence below the
statutory floor. Plus, cooperation produces a lower guideline range that
operates as a powerful anchor on the
u
sentencing judge.8
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Sadly, however, 21st-century federal
prisons have become dangerous for
cooperators — “snitches get stitches,”
as the saying goes. Here, chronologically, is some background on the
current situation.
In 2001, the United States Judicial
Conference (the federal judiciary’s
policy-setting body) made the statement-of-reasons portion of a judge’s
sentencing document publicly unavailable after the Bureau of Prisons (BOP)
reported “an emerging problem of
inmates pressuring other inmates for
copies of their presentence reports
and statements of reasons to learn if
they are informants.”9 In 2002, BOP
prohibited prisoners from possessing
presentence reports and statements
of reasons in their cells, allowing them
to consult those documents only in a
secure area.10
Other paper documents in a criminal case file could reveal cooperation,
but they were buried in the courthouse
archives and functionally obscure.
Then along came electronic case filing
to replace paper documents and dockets. At first, the Judicial Conference
declined to extend electronic filing
to criminal cases (2001). After a pilot
project with no apparent ill effects,11
however, the Conference in 2003–04
approved making criminal case files
accessible over the internet. By 2006,
according to a notice to federal judges, a
new website called www.whosarat.com
was outing those who cooperated and
revealing identities of undercover
agents.12 The website used many electronic documents downloaded from
the courts’ electronic case files system.
As a result, Judicial Conference committees recommended “that judges
consider sealing documents or hearing
transcripts” in cases involving “sensitive information” or yielding “incorrect
inferences.”13 That same year, the
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Pity the
journalist
or citizen
who seeks to
know with
certainty what
happened at
a particular
federal
sentencing.
Justice Department asked that electronic access to all plea agreements
be eliminated, but after seeking public
comment,14 a Conference Committee
in 2008 recommended against the
change. It did ask each court to adopt
a local policy to protect cooperating
information while recognizing “the
need to preserve legitimate public
access to court files.”15
Following a major Fordham Law
School conference in 2010 on cooperation confidentiality, the Judicial
Conference reported to Congress that
no single best practice had emerged on
how to handle plea agreements revealing cooperation, and therefore no single
uniform national rule was proposed.16
In 2014, three conference committees jointly asked judges to stop using
cooperators’ names in opinions and
orders.17
In a 2015 high-profile Texas case,
United States v. McCraney, federal prosecutors were pressed to justify their

request that cooperation documents
remain sealed despite a journalist’s
request to see them. Prosecutors called
as witnesses a supervisory intelligence officer for the Bureau of Prisons,
a special investigator at a Federal
Correctional Complex, and an assistant
United States attorney, possessing a
combined 64 years of experience with
cooperating defendants. Their testimony was explosive. For several hours
these officials described to a federal
judge “specific cases in which disclosure of the identity of an informant,
and even disclosure that an inmate
had relayed any information at all to
prison officials, resulted in retaliation
in the form of realistic and believable
threats of violence, actual violence,
and death.”18
That same year, the Federal Judicial
Center surveyed federal district judges,
United States Attorneys’ Offices, federal
defenders, court-appointed defense
counsel, and chief probation and pretrial services officers about harm to
cooperators. The survey, published in
2016, revealed that cooperating defendants “were most likely to be harmed or
threatened when in some type of custody,” that “court documents or court
proceedings [were frequently] the
source for identifying cooperators,”
that concerns about harm or its threat
“affected the willingness” of defendants and others to cooperate, and that
it was “a significant problem.”19
Following the survey, the conference’s
Committee
on
Court
Administration and Case Management
(CACM) determined that further
action, including formal rulemaking,
was necessary to protect cooperators.
But the federal rulemaking process
is time-consuming.20 So while asking the Criminal Rules Committee
to adopt rules to address the issue,
CACM made an interim recommenda-
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tion: Create sealed supplements in all
cases — whether cooperation occurred
or not — so that an outsider could not
determine from the docket whether
a defendant had cooperated. It said
that “the harms to individuals and
the administration of criminal justice
in this instance are so significant and
ubiquitous that immediate and effective action should be taken to halt the
malevolent use of court documents
in perpetuating these harms . . . .”21
Some courts adopted that interim
proposal, thereby (they hoped) disguising cooperation.
But the proposal was controversial.
So the director of the federal courts’
Administrative Office appointed the
Task Force on Protecting Cooperators,
“charged with taking a broad look at
this issue and recommending actions
by all entities concerned, including the
Bureau of Prisons, the Criminal Division
of the Department of Justice, the U.S.
Marshals Service, and United States
Attorneys.”22 The task force first met in
November 2016, and the director predicted a final report by the fall of 2017,23
but given the difficulty of the assignment, the final report was not issued
until August of 2018. As of this writing,
it has not been released publicly.
Meanwhile, in response to increasing requests from prisoners and third
parties for court documents — including transcripts — to reveal whether
a prisoner has cooperated,24 federal
prosecutors and defense counsel are
asking many federal judges to hide
cooperation, including how the judge
used it in calculating the sentence; to
discuss the subject in chambers, not
the courtroom, or at least out of public hearing in a whispered conference
at sidebar; to partially seal and redact
sentencing transcripts; and to disguise the process so that others cannot
determine whether a defendant coop-
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erated. Moreover, they have moved to
seal any documents that might reveal
cooperation — such as cooperation
agreements, motions to depart under
5K1.1, and sentencing memoranda
— and to keep them sealed for the
duration of the sentence. Defendants
want their cooperation secret for their
safety; prosecutors want it secret so
that defendants are not afraid to cooperate. Many judges comply with these
requests, and some districts have
adopted standing orders to preserve
cooperation secrecy. But nationally,
and sometimes even within individual
districts, it is a patchwork quilt.
In summary, today’s federal sentencing landscape includes courts where
the courtroom is physically closed for
any cooperation discussion; courts
where the courtroom is not closed but
any cooperation discussion occurs out
of public hearing in chambers or at a
private sidebar (some judges hold a pro
forma sidebar even where there is no
cooperation so that observers cannot
infer cooperation from the sidebar);
courts where everything is done in
open court without sidebars; courts
where the lawyers submit cooperation details under seal but the judge
announces the sentencing rationale
in open court; courts where transcripts of some or all of the above are
sealed; courts where virtually nothing
is sealed; courts where docket entries
are structured so that outsiders cannot
determine whether a defendant has
cooperated; and other variations. Pity
the journalist or citizen who seeks to
know with certainty what happened at
a particular federal sentencing.25
That is where things stand.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
In its unpublished interim report
some months ago, the Task Force on
Protecting Cooperators focused its first

recommendations on corrective activity by the Bureau of Prisons, because
that is where the problem of violence
primarily lies; as a result, the director
of the federal courts’ Administrative
Office made a number of proposals
to BOP in a letter that is not yet public.26 But a committee report to the
Judicial Conference in September 2018
reveals that the recommendations
“most significantly would: (a) require
that certain case documents sent by
courts to requesting inmates be delivered only to the warden, who will
provide a secure area in which inmates
can review them; (b) expand the list of
case documents that will be treated as
contraband within BOP facilities; and
(c) introduce disciplinary measures for
inmates who force other inmates
to produce case documents.”27 In its
August 2018 unpublished final report,
the task force suggested alterations to
electronic case filing procedures that
would create new electronic “folders”
for documents related to pleas and
sentencings.28 Remote access to those
folders would generally be unavailable to laypeople; instead, a courthouse
visit would be necessary to see them,
hopefully discouraging some malevolent scrutiny and, even then, access
would be denied to particular documents a judge had sealed.
This would mark a return to some of
the earlier practical obscurity of court
files and would be somewhat analogous
to the treatment of social security and
immigration civil cases under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 5.2(c). Lawyers,
however, would have remote access
to all the plea and sentencing folders
so that they could see how defendants
are treated in similar cases and make
proportionality arguments for their
own clients.29 But the task force is not
recommending changes to the varying
courtroom practices federal judges u
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now employ in hiding or disguising
cooperation and its effect on sentencing, and the Federal Rules Committees
have rejected the request to alter the
Criminal Rules.30
Notwithstanding task force recommendations, protecting cooperators
will be a difficult challenge for BOP with
its limited resources.31 Making plea
and sentencing documents unavailable
remotely will make it harder, but not
impossible, for prisoners to figure out
who cooperated. Should the federal
judiciary therefore be enlisted to do
more, or should individual judges and
districts go farther, as some are doing
now, by keeping the fact of cooperation and its effect on federal sentences
secret or disguised?
The answer, I say, is, “No.” Transparency is paramount to the federal
judicial role. England’s notorious
17th-century Star Chamber discredited the respectability of secret judicial
proceedings forever.32 The Supreme
Court says the press and the general public have a First Amendment
“constitutional right of access to
criminal trials,” and that underlying
that First Amendment right is “the
common understanding that ‘a major
purpose of that Amendment was to
protect the free discussion of governmental affairs’” and “to ensure
that the individual citizen can effectively participate in and contribute
to our republican system of self-government.”33 With respect to criminal
sentencing, Congress has specified
that federal judges “at the time of
sentencing, shall state in open court
the reasons” for imposing a particular sentence.34 The Supreme Court
explains Congress’s open-court sentencing requirement as follows:
“Confidence in a judge’s use of reason
underlies the public’s trust in the judicial institution. A public statement of
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Transparency
is paramount
to the federal
judicial role.
England’s
notorious
17th-century
Star Chamber
discredited the
respectability
of secret
judicial
proceedings
forever.
those reasons helps provide the public with the assurance that creates that
trust.”35 It “not only assures reviewing
courts (and the public) that the sentencing process is a reasoned process
but also helps that process evolve” by
providing that information to others.36
The American Law Institute’s recently
revised Model Penal Code advances
similar reasons for sentencing transparency — among them, the need to
communicate the sentencing judge’s
reasoning to others in the sentencing system (including other judges),
and “to enhance the legitimacy of the
sentencing process in the eyes of the
offender, the victim, and the public.”37

The U.S. Sentencing Commission
recognizes that Congress requires
“[t]he sentencing judge [to] state the
reasons for reducing a sentence” for
substantial assistance, but it asserts
that a “court may elect to provide its
reasons to the defendant in camera
and in writing under seal for the safety
of the defendant or to avoid disclosure of an ongoing investigation.”38 It
is difficult to square the commission’s
broad permission to hide a cooperation-driven reduction with Congress’s
open-court language and the powerful
arguments for public transparency.39
But regardless, explaining the sentencing in writing under seal should
be the truly exceptional case; for all
other cases, closing the courtroom for
part of the sentencing rationale should
be off the table.40 So too should a judicial explanation delivered at sidebar or
in chambers, or a sealed transcript of
what the judge said; these are poorly
disguised attempts to avoid Congress’s
open-court mandate.41
We cannot be confident that sealed
sidebars or chambers conferences will
even solve the prison retaliation issue.
It is impossible to eliminate all cooperation information because there
are so many other available sources
— for example, cooperation implications drawn from recurrent delays in
sentencing a particular defendant; a
reduced charge in a conspiracy; general or specific knowledge among
co-defendants, their families, and associates; materials about a witness that a
statute42 or the Constitution43 requires
be provided to a defendant; a cooperator’s testimony at a trial or sentencing
hearing — the list goes on. The value
of judicial transparency should not be
sacrificed to a goal whose achievability
is so dubious.44
If the federal judiciary is indeed
to retreat from transparency and
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pursue secrecy or disguise for cooperation-driven sentences, I say that
policy should be created not by individual judges, judicial districts, the
Administrative Office, or the Judicial
Conference, but through a process that
invites public comment and criticism
— for example, through congressional legislation that is subject to public
debate (and judicial review for constitutionality45), or through Rules
amendments that are subject to outside input and public hearings (so far
the Rules Committees have declined
the secrecy proposals46).
Some have suggested that it is
acceptable to hide the role of cooperation in individual sentences as long
as the Sentencing Commission makes
aggregate data available.47 I disagree.
Victims are entitled to know why a
judge sentences the way he or she does
in their particular case. The public (that
means all affected communities including, for example, minority groups) is
entitled to monitor the appropriateness of the sentence in individual cases
— assessing the justice of the punishment and the behavior of the judge
and prosecutor. Lawyers for other
defendants need to know the judge’s
and prosecutor’s sentencing rationales so that they can effectively argue
for proportionality for their particular client. Without that information,
prosecutors and the judge know how
cooperation has affected various sentences — a knowledge that may well
affect the next sentence — but defense
counsel does not know unless he or
she was counsel in the previous sentence(s). That is simply unfair.48
Now I do not mean to suggest that
the specifics of cooperation or the existence of ongoing cooperation always
need to be disclosed. That information
appears in materials the lawyers file or
things they say to the judge. If there
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is a strong countervailing interest,
federal appellate cases permit some
sealing of such materials for a limited
time on a case-by-case basis.49 (I have
granted such motions.) Importantly,
however, protecting those specifics
is distinct from the demand to disguise the judge’s sentencing rationale
explaining that cooperation did in fact
affect the sentence. Federal judges
should candidly and honestly pronounce their sentencing reasoning in
open court, including the fact (if not
the extent or details) of cooperation
and the effect it has on the sentence
length. Sidebars and chambers conferences do not suffice. Cooperation’s
role should not be hidden50; we must
not deceive the public with misleading docket entries or disguised
transcript redaction.
Let me be clear: No federal judge
wants to be responsible for the death
or assault of a sentenced defendant
who cooperated. The judge has determined the offender’s punishment, and
it does not include violence in prison.
But the judge’s role is limited. The
judge cannot determine the facility
BOP will select for a particular defendant and the resulting risks. The judge
cannot disguise the nature of the crime
of conviction — for example, a crime
like child molesting that might provoke violence against the offender in
prison. The judge cannot ensure the
adequacy of prison medical care. These
and other consequences are all outside the federal judiciary’s role. What
the judge can do — must do — is preserve the American public’s trust in
the integrity and transparency of the
federal judicial system. Americans are
entitled to know the role cooperation
plays in federal criminal law and sentencing. If the threat of violence deters
some defendants from cooperating,
then the Justice Department must deal

with that consequence in evaluating
how it prosecutes cases, or find the
resources and the way to help BOP do
its job of making prisoners, including
cooperating prisoners, safe.

CONCLUSION
At the end of the day, encouraging
or discouraging cooperation is not
the business of federal judges. That
is the executive branch’s role. Judges
constitute an independent branch of
government with distinctive responsibilities. Our charge is to sentence
convicted defendants fairly, based on
all the facts and circumstances and the
law, and to explain as clearly as possible to the public, the defendants, and
the victims how we reach the sentence
we pronounce. As some of us say, a
sentencing proceeding is a community
morality play where society’s values
are publicly applied and affirmed. We
should not let the violence of prisoners
— even a violence that BOP apparently
cannot control — drive federal senu
tencing underground.
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